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Driver Staffing Agency Beats Industry on Safety Results
SPRINGFIELD, Va. – February 1, 2013 -- TransForce Inc. is the nation’s leading provider of
driver staffing solutions to America’s motor carriers. TransForce is pleased to report its fiveyear DOT reportable accident rate of only 0.30 accidents per million miles driven. TransForce’s
accident rates are well below comparable industry measures and reflect the Company’s culture of
quality, compliance and safety.
DOT reportable accidents are those that
involve any of the following: 1) a fatality,
2) an injury that requires immediate
treatment away from the scene of the
accident, or 3) disabling damage to a
vehicle, requiring it to be towed.
Accidents are reportable to the DOT
regardless of fault.
The National Private Truck Council reports an average accident rate for private carriers of 0.48
crashes per million miles traveled (source: NPTC 2012 annual benchmarking survey). This rate
for private fleets is 50% higher than TransForce’s accident rate.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) does not report an average accident
rate for all motor carriers, but FMCSA does track average reportable accident rates for carriers
that undergo compliance audits. The chart below shows an average accident rate for audited
carriers for 2008 to 2010 of 0.725 crashes per million miles, two and a half times higher than
TransForce’s rate.
TransForce fosters a culture of safety with drivers from the initial contact through each and every
project to which they are assigned. All TransForce drivers are subject to a screening process that
ensures they exceed the Department of Transportation (DOT) standards. TransForce publishes
an in-house safety newsletter - In the Safety Zone - that serves to promote safe driving practices.
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* DOT recordable crash rate based on recordable crashes and mileage collected by FMCSA and

state agency personnel during federal and state compliance reviews performed on motor carriers.

